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Abstract
The multispecies coalescent (MSC) model provides a compelling framework for building phylogenetic trees
from multilocus DNA sequence data. The pure MSC is best thought of as a special case of so-called
“multispecies network coalescent” models, in which gene flow is allowed among branches of the tree,
whereas MSC methods assume there is no gene flow between diverging species. Early implementations of
the MSC, such as “parsimony” or “democratic vote” approaches to combining information from multiple
gene trees, as well as concatenation, in which DNA sequences from multiple gene trees are combined into a
single “supergene,” were quickly shown to be inconsistent in some regions of tree space, in so far as they
converged on the incorrect species tree as more gene trees and sequence data were accumulated. The
anomaly zone, a region of tree space in which the most frequent gene tree is different from the species tree,
is one such region where many so-called “coalescent” methods are inconsistent. Second-generation
implementations of the MSC employed Bayesian or likelihood models; these are consistent in all regions
of gene tree space, but Bayesian methods in particular are incapable of handling the large phylogenomic
data sets currently available. Two-step methods, such as MP-EST and ASTRAL, in which gene trees are first
estimated and then combined to estimate an overarching species tree, are currently popular in part because
they can handle large phylogenomic data sets. These methods are consistent in the anomaly zone but can
sometimes provide inappropriate measures of tree support or apportion error and signal in the data
inappropriately. MP-EST in particular employs a likelihood model which can be conveniently manipulated
to perform statistical tests of competing species trees, incorporating the likelihood of the collected gene
trees on each species tree in a likelihood ratio test. Such tests provide a useful alternative to the multilocus
bootstrap, which only indirectly tests the appropriateness of competing species trees. We illustrate these
tests and implementations of the MSC with examples and suggest that MSC methods are a useful class of
models effectively using information from multiple loci to build phylogenetic trees.
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Introduction
The concept of a phylogeny or “species tree,” a bifurcating dendrogram graphically depicting the relationships among a group
species, is one of the oldest and most powerful icons in all of
biology. After Charles Darwin sketched the first species tree
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(in Transmutation of Species, Notebook B, 1837), he remained
fascinated by the image for 22 years, eventually including a species
tree as the only figure in On the Origin of Species [1]. Though
species trees reached their aesthetic apogee with Ernst Haeckel’s
Tree of Life in 1886, the pursuit of ever-more scientifically accurate
trees has kept phylogenetics a vibrant discipline for the 150 years
since.
Because the direct evolution of species in the past is not observable (not even in the fossil record), relationships among species are
often inferred by shared characteristics among extant taxa. Until the
1970s, this effort took place almost exclusively by using morphological characters. Although this approach had many successes, the
paucity of characters and the challenges of comparing species with
no obvious morphological homologies were persistent problems
[2, 3]. When molecular techniques were developed in the late
1960s, it soon became clear that the sheer volume of molecular
data that could be collected would represent a vast improvement.
When DNA sequences became widely available for a range of
species [4], molecular comparisons quickly became de rigueur
[5–8]. Nonetheless, it was recognized early on that molecular
phylogenies had their own suite of problems; the concept that not
all gene tree topologies would match the true species tree topology
(i.e., would not be speciodendric sensu Rosenberg [9]) was implicit
in early empirical allozyme and mitochondrial DNA studies
[10, 11]. However, it was generally assumed that the idiosyncratic
genealogical history of any one gene, as reconstructed from extant
mutations, was an acceptable approximation for the true history of
the species given the potentially overwhelming quantity and seductive utility of molecular data [12–15]. Indeed, this assumption is
still prevalent in the thinking of those who favor concatenation or
supermatrix approaches as a means of combining information from
multiple genes that may still differ in their genealogy from each
other and from the species tree [16, 17]. In the meantime, the term
“phylogeny” frequently became conflated with “gene tree,” the
entity produced by many of the leading phylogenetic packages of
the day. The term “species tree,” in use since the late 1970s to
emphasize the distinction between lineage histories and gene histories (reviewed in [11, 18]), was only gradually acknowledged,
despite the fact that species trees are the rightful heirs to the term
“phylogeny” and better encapsulate the true goals of molecular and
morphological systematics [19].
1.1 Stopgap
Approaches to Gene
Tree Heterogeneity

By and large, the ensuing decades of molecular phylogenetics has
fulfilled much of its potential, revolutionizing taxonomies and
resolving conundrums previously considered intractable. However,
as the amount of genetic data per species becomes ever-more
voluminous, it has become clear that the conflicts between individual genes with each other and with the overarching species tree,
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both in topology and branch lengths, can have practical consequences for phylogenetic analysis if not dealt with properly
[18–23]. At first, some researchers treated this phenomenon as
though it were an information problem: when working with only
a few mutations, you were bound to occasionally get unlucky and
sequence a gene whose random signal of evolution did not match
that of the taxa being studied. The reasoning was surely more
and/or longer sequences would fix that problem and cause gene
trees to converge [16]. However, as more genes were sequenced,
and as the properties of gene lineages within populations were
studied in detail [24, 25], the twin realities of gene tree heterogeneity and “incomplete lineage sorting” [11] (ILS) became clear
(Figs. 1 and 2). The probability of an event such as incomplete
lineage sorting, which if considered alone would lead to inferring
the wrong species tree, was worked out theoretically for the four
allele/two species case first [26], followed by the three allele/three
species case [7, 13] and more general cases [12, 27]. Pamilo and
Nei [12] were among those that proposed that the solution was to
simply acquire more gene sequences, after which the central tendency of this gene set would point to the correct relationships, a
“democratic vote” method, where each gene was allowed to propose its own tree, and the topology with the most “votes” was
declared the winner and therefore the true phylogeny. Though
generally true for three-species case, it can sometimes produce the
wrong topology with four or more species [28]. In fact, we now
know that with four or more species, there is an “anomaly zone” for
species trees with short branch lengths as measured in coalescence
units, in which the addition of more genes for sampled taxa is
guaranteed to lead to the wrong species tree topology for the
democratic vote method [29, 30]. (Coalescent time units, equivalent to t/Ne where t is the number of generations since divergence
and Ne is the effective population size of the lineage, are a convenient unit for discussions of gene tree/species tree heterogeneity.
For a clear explanation, see Box 2 of Degnan and Rosenberg [28].)
Such anomaly zones may be rare empirically [31], but empirical
examples are emerging [32, 33], and even the theoretical possibility
remains disconcerting. In addition, because the number of possible
tree topologies increases as the double factorial of the number of
tips, for species trees with more than four tips, a very large number
of genes are required to determine which gene tree is in fact the
most frequent. Advanced consensus methods [34] can circumvent
some of the problems of the democratic vote by using novel assembly methods, such as rooted triple consensus [35], greedy consensus [36], or supertree methods [37]. However, although such
methods suffer from lack of a biological model motivating the
method of consensus, approaches such as that proposed by Steel
and Rodrigo [38] might help approximate the dynamics of
biological models while allowing for faster and more flexible extensions and should be further developed.
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Fig. 1 An example showing the utility of multiple gene trees in producing species tree topologies. (a) Nine
unlinked loci are simulated (or inferred without error) from a species group with substantial amounts of
incomplete lineage sorting. Note that no single gene recovers the correct relationship between clades.
Furthermore, despite identical conditions for all nine simulations, no two genes agree on the correct topology,
let alone the correct divergence times. (b) Superimposing the nine gene trees on top of each other clarifies the
relationships. It can be (correctly) inferred that the true tree is perfectly ordered, with (ABC) diverging from D
about 1500 generations ago, the (AB)-C split occurring at 800, and A diverging from B about 600 generations
ago. Also, the amount of crossbreeding within the recently diverged taxa implies (correctly) that C has the
effective smallest population size

The second empirical approach to the problem of conflicting
gene trees was to bypass it altogether. Concatenation methods
appended the sequence of one gene to that of the next, to create
long alignments or supermatrices [39], a technique that in some
situations was superior to standard consensus methods in resolving
discordance or achieving statistical consistency [40]. But some
researchers, including those who questioned the “total-evidence”
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Fig. 2 The relationship between gene trees and species trees. Lines within the
species trees indicate gene lineages. Simplified gene trees are shown below
each species tree. Whereas gene trees on the left vary due to deep coalescence,
gene trees on the right are topologically concordant but vary slightly in branch
lengths due to the coalescent. Modified with permission from [19]

approach to systematics (e.g., [41]), advocated against concatenation when, for whatever reason, gene trees appeared to conflict with
one another. One problem with the concatenation approach was
that it assumed full linkage across the supermatrix, a situation that
would obviously not be the case if genes were on different chromosomes. Even when the lineage lengths in a species tree are long in
coalescent units, such that gene tree topologies are congruent, the
branch lengths of trees of genes on different chromosomes will
differ subtly from one another due to the stochasticity of the
coalescent process. The early implementations of this method also
assumed the same distribution of mutation rates across the
sequence, which was clearly not the case if the matrix included
coding and noncoding regions. Like democratic vote methods,
concatenation of many genes was sometimes defended as sufficient
to override the conflicting signal across genes [42, 43], despite
widespread acknowledgment that gene tree heterogeneity is ubiquitous and that concatenation can sometimes give the wrong
answer, especially although not exclusively in the anomaly zone
[44, 45].
Concatenation as a method of combining phylogenomic data
still remains popular by default [16, 46], particularly among phylogenetic studies of higher taxa where incomplete lineage sorting is
assumed to be rare. However, this logic suffers from two flaws
frequently seen in the literature. First, “deep” phylogenetic studies
among higher taxa are no more immune to the problems of ILS
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than are studies among closely related species, because it is the
length of a given branch, not its depth in the tree, that is relevant
to probability of gene tree discordance [28]. Detecting such ILS
and ruling out gene tree congruence will indeed be more challenging in deep phylogenomic studies, but it should not be assumed
that ILS will be less prevalent at deep scales than at shallow scales.
Second, current implementations of concatenation represent only
one way of species tree construction in which each gene is forced to
have the same topology. The real distinction between concatenation and coalescent models is not the presence or absence of ILS
but rather the possibility of conditional independence of gene trees
as mediated by recombination between genes [47]. Even if all gene
trees in an analysis are topologically identical, physically connecting
different genes in a single supermatrix does not capture variation in
branch lengths that recombination will allow in nature. More effort
should be devoted to “supermatrix-like” methods that constrain
gene trees to the same topology but allow recombination between
genes and conditional independence of branch lengths, since these
qualities will influence how signal is accumulated as more genes are
added [47]. A final problem with concatenation is that, in a strict
sense, concatenation also does not generate species trees, in so far as
the method treats all nucleotides as if they were part of a single
non-recombining gene, and thus does not distinguish between
gene and species trees [19]. In the end, concatenation is best
thought of as a special case of more general models of phylogenetic
inference that acknowledge gene tree heterogeneity and conditional independence of genes. One such model is the multispecies
coalescent model [23, 28, 48]. It is this model that provides the
basis for a recent flurry of promising methods that permit efficient
and consistent estimation of species trees under a variety of
conditions.

2

The Multispecies Coalescent Model
A plausible probabilistic model for analyzing multilocus sequences
should involve not only the phylogenetic relationship of species
(species tree) but also the genealogical history of each gene (gene
tree) and allow different genes to have different histories. Unlike
concatenation, such a multispecies coalescent model (MSC)
explains the evolutionary history of multilocus sequences through
two levels of biological hierarchy, the gene tree and the species tree,
rather than just one [23, 49]. Models acknowledging these two
levels require an explicit description of how sequences evolve on
gene trees, the traditional likelihood equation of Felsenstein [50]
and others, as well as how gene trees evolve in the species tree, the
likelihood for which was first described by Rannala and Yang
[48]. With a few exceptions (described below), the genealogical
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relationship (gene tree) of neutral alleles can be simply depicted by a
coalescence process in which lineages randomly coalesce with each
other backward in time. The MSC is a simple application of the
single population coalescent model to each branch in a species tree
[28]. It holds the standard assumptions found in many neutral
coalescent models: no natural selection or gene flow among populations, no recombination within loci but free recombination
between loci, random mating and a Wright-Fisher model of inheritance down each branch of the species tree. Despite these seemingly
oversimplified assumptions, the pure coalescent model is fundamental in explaining the gene tree-species tree relationship because
it forms a baseline for incorporating additional evolutionary forces
on top of random drift [28, 49]. More importantly, the pure
coalescent model provides an analytic tool to detect the evolutionary forces responsible for the deviation of the observed data
(molecular sequences) from those expected from the model.
The coalescent process works, in effect, by randomly choosing
ancestors with replacement from the population backward through
time for each sequence in the original sample. Eventually, two of
these lineages will share a common ancestor, and the lineages are
said to “coalesce.” The process continues until all lineages coalesce
at the most recent common ancestor (MRCA). Multispecies coalescence works the same way but places constraints on how recently
the coalescences occur, corresponding to the species’ divergence
times. Translating this model into computer algorithms for inferring species trees has led to a plethora of models [51–55], some of
which first build gene trees by traditional methods and then combine them into a species tree with the highest likelihood or other
criteria (“two-step” methods, e.g., [56] or [57]), others of which,
particularly Bayesian methods [58–60], simultaneously estimate
gene trees and species tree. In general for likelihood or Bayesian
approaches, a species tree has been proposed, and the likelihood of
each gene tree is evaluated using the MSC, with or without various
priors, to evaluate the likelihood of the data (DNA sequences in the
case of Bayesian methods or gene trees in the case of likelihood
methods like MP-EST [56]) given the species tree or the posterior
probability of the species tree. In this way, traditional multispecies
coalescent methods are the converse of consensus methods; rather
than each locus proposing a potentially divergent species tree, a
common species tree is assumed and evaluated, given the sometimes divergent patterns observed among multiple loci.
A number of implementations of this idea have been developed
(reviewed by Edwards [19, 54]). Several “two-step” packages are
available for moving from independently built gene trees to species
trees, including minimization of deep coalescence [61], STEM
[62], JIST [63], GLASS [64], STAR, STEAC [65], NJst [66],
and ASTRAL [57, 67]. Three methods to date utilize “one-step”
Bayesian methods to infer gene trees and the species tree, with the
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input data being DNA sequences: BEST [58, 68, 69], *BEAST2
[59], and a new model (A00) in the Bayesian Phylogenetics and
Phylogeography (bpp) package [70–72]. An additional “one-step”
method, SVD Quartets [73], derives species trees directly from
aligned, unlinked single-nucleotide polymorphisms using the
method of invariants in a coalescent framework. Species tree methods exhibit a number of attractive advantages over concatenation
methods in terms of performance. These advantages are not
restricted to the anomaly zone, occur across broad regions of tree
space, and include less susceptibility to long-branch attraction [74]
and missing data [75]. Another attractive aspect of species tree
methods and multispecies coalescent models is that they deliver
more appropriate estimated levels of confidence that are more
evenly spread across genes and appear to be less susceptible to the
inflation of posterior probabilities that was early on attributed to
Bayesian analyses (e.g., [76, 77]) but may also be due to model
misspecification due to concatenation [53]. Bayesian methods are
generally agreed to be the most efficient and accurate, capturing all
details of the MSC model seamlessly [52]. However, one drawback
is that the estimation of larger numbers of parameters (population
sizes and divergence times in addition to topologies) can slow
computation, may not be relevant in some situations [78], and is
generally not possible with the large data sets that are routinely seen
today in phylogenomics [59]. Thus far, two-step methods such as
ASTRAL, STAR, NJst, and MP-EST have proven the most widely
used for large-scale phylogenomic studies, such as the Avian Phylogenomics Project [79] and large-scale phylogenomics of fish [80]
and plants [81].
2.1 Sources of Gene
Tree/Species Tree
Discordance and
Violations of the
Multispecies
Coalescent Model
2.1.1 Population
Processes

Delimitation of Species and
Diverging Lineages

The “standard” and most common reason why gene trees are not
speciodendritic is incomplete lineage sorting, i.e., lineages have not
yet been reproductively isolated for long enough for drift to cause
complete genetic divergence in the form of reciprocal monophyly
of gene trees ([82]; Figs. 1 and 2). This source of gene tree
heterogeneity is guaranteed to be ubiquitous, if only because it
arises from the finite size populations of all species that have ever
come into existence. Almost all the techniques and software
packages discussed above are designed to approximate uncertainties
in species tree topology arising from this phenomenon.
For recent divergences, the definition of “species” can become
problematic for species tree methods [63], and the challenge of
delimiting species has, if anything, increased now that the overly
conservative strictures of gene tree monophyly as a delimiter of
species have been mostly abandoned [82]. This fundamental issue
in a phylogenetic study—whether the extent of divergence among
lineages warrants species status—has not gone away in the genomic
era. However, traditional species tree methods using the MSC need
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not use “good” species as OTUs; they will work perfectly well on
lineages that have recently diverged, so long as they have ceased
exchanging genes. The key issue is not whether the OTUs in
species tree analyses are in fact species but rather whether they
have ceased exchanging genes, which has been shown to compromise traditional MSC methods [83, 84] (see below).
The problem of species delimitation may ultimately be solved
by data other than genetics, and today few species concepts use
strictly genetic criteria [85]. Some have suggested that the line
between a population-level difference and a species-level difference
can be drawn empirically and with consistency in well-studied taxa
such as birds, using morphological, environmental, and behavioral
data simultaneously [86]. Thus, there is some hope that species
delimitation can be performed rigorously a priori in many cases.
Researchers who opt for delimiting species primarily with molecular data have a wide array of techniques and prior examples available
to them, although not all without controversy [71, 87–93]. Recent
progress in species delimitation is motivated by the conceptual
transition from “biological/reproductive isolation species” to the
“lineage species concept,” which defines species not in terms of
monophyly of gene lineages but as population lineage segments in
the species tree [93]. Under that expanded concept, boundaries of
species (i.e., lineages in the species tree) can be facilitated by
collection and analysis of gene trees in the framework of the
multispecies coalescent model [72]. The recent suggestion that
coalescent species delimitation methods define only structure but
not species [90] was, in our view, already well-established, with
confusion stemming largely from the term “species delimitation,”
as opposed to “delimitation of populations between which gene
flow has ceased.”
Gene Flow

There are a number of other situations in which the assumptions
of the coalescent are violated. MSC models involve a series of
isolation events unaccompanied by gene flow. In this regard,
they are like the isolation-migration models of phylogeography
[94, 95] but without the migration. The assumption of no gene
flow naturally restricts their utility, but gene flow of course compromises other methods of phylogenetic inference, including concatenation methods, as well. Additionally, situations in which gene
flow yields a prominent molecular signal often are detectable
primarily among very closely related species in the realm of phylogeography [96]. If some substantial gene flow continues
between species after divergence, then the multispecies coalescent
can quickly destabilize, especially for a small number of loci and as
the rate of genetic introgression increases (Fig. 6 in [87, 97–99]).
We recommend model comparison algorithms like PHRAPL [87]
for determining whether a given data set conforms to the assumptions of the MSC.
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2.1.2 Molecular
Processes

In addition to species delimitation and gene flow, there are at least
three mechanisms that generate discordance on the molecular level
(Fig. 3). These include horizontal gene transfer (HGT), which can
pose a serious risk to phylogenetic analysis; gene duplication, whose
risks can be avoided by certain models; and natural selection, which
generally poses no direct threat but, depending on its mode of
action and consequences for DNA and protein sequences, can be
the most challenging of all.
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Fig. 3 Three examples of gene histories that depart from the standard
multispecies coalescent model. (a) A duplication event that precedes a
speciation event can lead to incorrect inference of divergence times in the
species tree if copy 1 is compared to copy 2. This can be particularly difficult
if one of the gene copies has been lost or not sequenced by the researcher. (b)
Convergent evolution can occur at the molecular level, for example, in certain
genes under strong natural selection or highly biased mutational processes.
These processes will tend to bring together distantly related taxa in the
phylogenetic tree and are likely to be given additional false support by
morphological data. (c) Horizontal gene transfer causes difficulties in some
current species tree methods, because it establishes a spurious lower bound
to divergence times. Though rare in eukaryotes, it is by no means unknown and
is likely to become a more difficult problem in the future when species trees are
based on tens of thousands of loci
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HGT is now known to be so widespread across the Tree of Life,
especially in prokaryotes, that some have suggested a web of life
may be a more appropriate paradigm for phylogenetic change
[100–102]. Growing evidence shows that even eukaryotic genomes contain substantial amounts of “uploaded” genetic material
from bacteria, archaea, viruses, and even fellow eukaryotes
[103–105]. Even though effective techniques are not yet widely
available for detecting HGT in eukaryotes, enough individual cases
have been “accidentally” discovered that researchers have given up
trying to list them all [103].
The implications of HGT for species tree construction vary
depending on the method used. For example, following the standard assumption in coalescent theory that allelic divergences must
occur earlier in time than the divergences of species harboring those
alleles, some species tree techniques [48, 58], as well as classical
approaches (e.g., [13]), assume that the gene tree exhibiting the
most recent divergence between taxon A and taxon B establishes a
hard upper limit on the divergence time of those species in the
species tree. For small sets of genes in taxa where HGT is rare, a
researcher would need to be quite unlucky to choose a horizontally
transferred gene for analysis. However, as the genomic era
advances, it becomes more likely that at least one of the thousands
of genes studied will have been transferred horizontally and thus
establish a spurious upper bound for clade divergence at the species
level. When selective introgression of genes from one species to
another is considered, this number of genes coalescing recently
between species will increase [106]. Although HGT is clearly a
problem for some current methodologies, if transferred genes can
first be identified, then they could be extremely useful as genomic
markers for monophyletic groups that have inherited such genes
and would otherwise be difficult to resolve [107]. However, for
other species tree methods that calculate averages of coalescence
times, such as STAR [65], HGT events will have less of an impact.
Liu et al. [56] examined the effect of HGT on the pseudolikelihood method MP-EST and predicted that, mathematically,
species tree branch lengths may be biased by HGT but that topologies were fairly robust. Davidson et al. [108] found that quartetbased methods, such as ASTRAL-II, were fairly robust to HGT in
the presence of ILS. Removal of genes suspected to be transferred
via HGT prior to species tree analysis would be warranted; however, some methods to detect such events rely both on having the
true species tree already in hand and also on the absence of other
mechanisms causing gene tree discordance [109–112]. Recent
work aims to incorporate HGT into other mechanisms of gene
tree incongruence (reviewed in [113]); how much we need to
invest in such synthetic methods will likely depend on the prevalence of HGT in particular taxonomic groups.
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Gene Duplication

Gene duplication presents another violation of the basic MSC
model (Fig. 3); like HGT, its potential problems are worst when
they go unrecognized [49]. Imagine a taxon where a gene of
interest duplicated 10 Mya into copy α and copy β; the taxon then
split 5 Mya into species 1 and 2. A researcher investigating the
daughter species would therefore sequence four orthologous
genes, with the potential to compare α1 to β2 and β1 to α2 and
thus generate two gene trees where the estimated split time was
10 Mya, rather than 5 Mya. Such a situation will be easily recognized if copy α and β have diverged sufficiently by the time of their
duplication, and a number of methods of coalescent analysis have
incorporated gene duplication (e.g., [114, 115]; reviewed in
[116]). Additionally, failure to recognize the situation may not
have drastic consequences for phylogenetic analysis if the paralogs
have coalesced very recently or are species-specific, in which case the
estimated gene coalescence would be approximately correct no
matter which comparison was made. However, if one of the copies
has been lost and only one of the remaining copies is sequenced,
then the chances of inferring an inappropriately long period of
genetic isolation are larger and will increase as the size of the family
of paralogs increases. Assessing paralogs in phylogenomic data is a
major challenge, particularly in groups like plants and fish, and a
growing number of dedicated methods ([117]; assessed in [118])
or filtering protocols [119] for doing so exist. This problem will
tend to overestimate gene coalescence times, and some species tree
methods depend on minimum isolation times among a large set of
genes. These deep coalescences might spuriously increase inferred
ancestral population sizes. A systematic search for biases incurred by
species tree methods due to gene duplication is needed.

Natural Selection

Natural selection causes yet another violation of the multispecies
coalescent model. Selection can cause serious problems in some
cases, although in other circumstances it is predicted not to cause
problems of phylogenetic analysis [47, 120]. The usual stabilizing
selection can be helpful to taxonomists working at high levels
because it slows the substitution rate; likewise selective sweeps,
directional selection, and genetic surfing [121] tend to clarify
phylogenetic relationships by accelerating reciprocal monophyly
for genes in rapidly diverging clades. However, challenges to phylogenetic inference are posed by any evolutionary force that may
bias the reconstruction of gene trees, including convergent neutral
mutations (homoplasy), balancing selection, and selection-driven
convergent evolution (e.g., [122]). Balancing selection tends to
preserve beneficial alleles at a gene for long periods of time and is
probably the most insidious form of selection with respect to
accurately reconstructing gene trees and species trees.
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2.2 More About
Violations and Model
Fit of the Multispecies
Coalescent Model

Many of the instances of violations of the coalescent model will
occur at individual genes and usually will not dominate the signal
of the entire suite of genes sampled for phylogenetic analysis. Reid
et al. [123] conducted one of the few tests of the fit of the MSC to
multilocus phylogenetic data. Although the title of their article
suggests that the MSC overall provides a “poor fit” to empirical
data, we suggest that their results provide a more hopeful picture.
The most important thing is that they investigated the fit of the
MSC to individual loci in phylogenetic data sets and were able to
identify loci that failed to fit the MSC. They were less successful at
identifying the causes of departure from the MSC for individual loci.
More common but still rare are efforts to determine which
models of phylogenetic inference, the MSC or concatenation, provide a better fit to empirical phylogenomic data. Edwards et al.
[124] and Liu and Pearl [58] both used the Bayesian species tree
method BEST [68] to ask using Bayes factors whether the MSC or
concatenation fits empirical data sets better. Uniformly, they found
that the MSC fit empirical data sets better than concatenation,
often by a large margin. However, further work in this area is still
needed. Most discussions in the literature have focused on the
perceived failings or violations of the MSC by empirical data
sets—such as evidence for recombination within loci—even when
such failings or assumptions also apply to concatenation [47].
Given that all models are approximations of reality, a better focus
would be to ask which model better fits empirical data sets better.
The limited research that has been done suggests overwhelmingly
that the MSC provides a better fit to empirical data sets than
concatenation.
Are there better models for phylogenomics than the MSC?
Depending on the data set, almost surely there are (Fig. 4). Several
authors working with phylogenomic data sets have suggested that
gene flow is detectable, even among lineages that diverged a long
time ago (e.g., [129, 130]). The increasing number of reports of
hybridization and introgression among phenotypically distinct species suggests that hybridization may be a typical component of
speciation and that even phylogenetic models can be improved by
incorporating such reticulation (e.g., [47, 106, 131]). The pure
MSC is best thought of as a special case of so-called “multispecies
network coalescent” models, or MSNC [127, 132–134] (Fig. 4), in
which gene flow connects some branches of the species tree. In the
end, empiricists will need to decide what level of model fit they are
willing to tolerate and which software packages can accommodate
the large data sets that are now routine in phylogenomics.

2.2.1 Phylogenetic
Outlier Loci

Genes whose phylogenetic signal differs significantly from that of
the remainder of data set can be thought of as phylogenetic outliers.
These loci are conceptually similar to outliers in population genetics, which have been the focus of many studies (reviewed in
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Fig. 4 Diversity of phylogeographic models. Species trees estimated by the
multispecies coalescent are naturally related to previous phylogeographic models by their shared demographic parameters, usually measured in units of
mutation rate or substitutions per site (μ), including genetic diversity or effective
population size (4Nμ, where N ¼ effective population size; gene flow M/μ, where
M ¼ the scaled migration rate; 4Nm, where m is the number of migrants per
generation; and divergence time τ ¼ μt, where t is the divergence time in
generations). (a) Equilibrium migration models as envisioned by early versions of
the software MIGRATE [125]. (b) Isolation-migration models envisioned by Hey
and coworkers [48, 95, 126]. Subscript A indicates ancestral population size. (c)
Species tree models estimated by the multispecies coalescent [28]. (d) Multispecies network coalescent models or phylogenetic network models including
divergence and gene flow [127, 128]

[135–137]). However, there has been little work in detecting
phylogenomic outliers. Much attention has been paid to particular
sites in a data set that differ from the majority and therefore exhibit
homoplasy or incongruence with the rest of the data set
[76, 138]. The sources of such incongruence are many and can
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include mutational processes (e.g., gene duplication), HGT, as well
homoplasy (e.g., [139, 140]). Incongruence of particular sites, or
entire loci, may also be due to technical issues such as contamination, misassembly, mistaken paralogy, annotation mistakes, and
alignment errors (e.g., [119]). Here, in an analogy with work in
population genetics, we will focus primarily on entire loci that
deviate from the expected distribution governed by neutral processes due to natural selection. Understanding the distribution of
gene tree topologies expected under the neutral multispecies coalescent [25] is a good starting point for identifying loci that may be
targets of natural selection.
2.2.2 Genomic Signals of
Phylogenetic Outliers

When faced with a surprising or nonconvergent species tree, one
possibility is that an unusual gene tree is to blame. Though techniques for dealing with violations of the coalescent model are in their
infancy, researchers do have a few options. Below we list several
ideas, some borrowed from classical phylogenetics or from methods used in bioinformatics. It is likely that the several tests constructed to detect phylogenetic outliers in classical phylogenetics
can be extended slightly to incorporate the additional variation
among genes expected due to the coalescent process. Of course,
with larger data sets, at least with some coalescent methods, single
anomalous genes may have little effect on the resulting species tree,
particularly in species tree methods utilizing summary statistics
[65]. However, as pointed out above, species tree methods such
as BEST that relies on “hard” boundaries for the species tree by
individual genes could be derailed due to the anomalous behavior
of even a single gene.
Jackknifing: A straightforward approach to detecting phylogenetic outliers under the multispecies coalescent model is to rerun
the analysis n times, where n is the number of loci in the study,
leaving one locus out each time. An outlier can then be identified if
the analysis that does not include that gene differs from the remaining analyses in which that gene is included. This approach has been
applied successfully in fruit flies by Wong et al. [21], who considered their problem resolved when the elimination of one of the ten
genes unambiguously resolved a polytomy. There may be other
metrics of success that are more robust or sensitive or do not
depend as strongly on a priori beliefs about the relationships
among taxa. Because some duplications or horizontal transfers
may affect only one taxon, whole-tree topology summary statistics
are unlikely to be sensitive enough to detect recent events. However, the cophenetic distance of each taxon to its nearest neighbor
in the complete species tree could be compared across jackknife
results. This procedure will produce a distribution of “typical”
distances, and significance can therefore be assigned to highly
divergent results. The drawback to such an approach is the
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computational demand. Species tree analyses on their own can be
extremely time consuming to run even once, so jackknifing
may prove intractable for studies involving many species and loci
(see ref. 141).
2.2.3 Simulation
Approaches to Detecting
Phylogenetic Outliers

Simulating gene trees from a species tree is another method for
identifying gene trees that differ from the majority of loci in the
data set. Several species tree methods yield estimate of the phylogeny that include branch lengths in coalescent units [56, 57, 70],
which are required to simulate gene trees from a species tree.
Branch lengths in the estimated species tree can be decomposed
into a number of substitutions per site and an estimate of θ ¼ 4Nμ
that are compatible with the original branch length in coalescent
units. For example, using any number of algorithms, including
maximum likelihood or Bayesian methods, the length of species
tree branch lengths in substitutions per site can be approximated by
fitting the concatenated alignment of genes to the estimated species
tree topology, yielding a tree with the same topology but branch
lengths in substitutions per site (μt, where t is the time span of the
branch in either generations or years). With these branch lengths in
hand, estimates of θ can then be applied to each branch so that the
original coalescent units t/2N  μt/θ from the species tree are
retained. Care needs to be taken to preserve the appropriate ploidy
units when simulating gene trees from an estimated species tree.
Packages such as MP-EST yield estimates of species tree branch
lengths in coalescent units of 4N generations, appropriate for
diploids, whereas packages such as Phybase [142] simulate gene
trees from a species tree in estimates of 2N units, appropriate for
haploids. Another issue that is important to be aware of is the
distinction between gene coalescence times and species tree branch
lengths [143, 144]. Whereas species tree branch lengths are estimates of lineage or population branch lengths in the species tree,
the DNA sequence alignment that is fitted to the species tree will
yield branch lengths reflecting the coalescence time of genes in
ancestral species. This discrepancy occurs because gene coalescence
times by necessity predate and record a more ancient event than do
species divergence times. The discrepancy may represent a small
fraction of the branch length if species divergence times are large,
but Angelis and dos Reis [143] have suggested that the discrepancy
can be quite large even in comparisons of distantly related species,
such as exemplars of mammalian orders. There is a great need for
methods of molecular dating and combining fossils and DNA data
that distinguish between gene coalescence times and speciation
times, the latter of which is usually of primary interest.
Once the branch lengths of the species tree are prepared for
simulation, gene trees can be simulated using a number of packages
(Phybase, [142]; TreeSim, [145]; CoMus, [146]). Even packages
traditionally used in phylogeography can be used to simulated gene
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trees on species trees, given the close relationship between species
trees and phylogeographic models like isolation migration
[147, 148]. One can then compare the distribution of gene tree
topologies and branch lengths observed in one’s data set with those
simulated under the neutral coalescent model. A common
approach is to calculate the distribution of Robinson-Foulds
[149] distances among simulated gene trees and compare these to
those observed in the original data set. Such approaches have been
used to determine if a data set is consistent with the MSC or the
percent of the observed gene tree variation that is explained by the
MSC. Other statistics, such as the similarity in number of minority
gene tree triplets produced by a given species tree at each node, can
also be compared to the observed distribution. Song et al. [150]
used coalescent simulations using Phybase to propose that the MSC
could explain a large (>75%) fraction of the observed gene tree
variation in a mammalian data set. Such simulations assume that the
gene tree variation observed is biological in origin and not due to
errors in reconstruction. They also noted that the near equivalence
in frequency of minority triplets in gene trees at various nodes in the
mammal tree suggested broad applicability of the neutral coalescent
without gene flow or other complicating factors. Still, many papers
observe some level of departure of the patterns in the observed data
set from those expected under simulation. Usually the source of
this departure is unknown. Natural selection or any other force
such as HGT or anomalous mutation might be culprits in these
cases. Heled et al. [151] proposed a simulation regime that incorporates gene flow between species and thus can be used to test for
the effects of migration on gene trees and species tree estimation.
To detect possible phylogenetic outliers, Edwards et al. [152]
applied a recently proposed method of detecting gene tree outliers,
KDEtrees [153], to a series of phylogenomic data sets. KDEtrees
uses the kernel density distribution of gene tree distances to estimate the 95% confidence limits on gene tree topologies in a given
data set. Surprisingly, using default parameters, Edwards et al.
[152] could not detect a higher-than-expected number of gene
tree outliers in any data set, despite the fact that the data sets in
several cases contained hundreds of loci. No data set possessed
more than the expected 5% of outliers given the test implemented
in KDEtrees. Clearly further work is needed to understand the pros
and cons of various tests of phylogenetic outliers. For the time
being, we can note the robustness of various species tree methods
to phylogenetic outliers. One attractive prospect of algorithms for
species tree construction that use summary statistics, such as STAR
and STEAC, is that these methods are powerful and fast, yet they
appear less susceptible to error due to deviations of single genes
from neutral expectations. These methods do not utilize all the
information in the data and hence can be less efficient than Bayesian
or likelihood methods [52], yet they perform well with moderate
amounts of gene tree outliers due to processes like HGT.
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Hypothesis Testing Using the Multispecies Coalescent Model
Hypothesis testing is a cornerstone of phylogenetic analysis but has
received little attention in the context of the MSC (see ref. 154).
Bayesian species tree inference [58, 59, 68–70] provides perhaps
the most seamless approach to hypothesis testing. One can relatively easily assess the fit of the collected data to alternative tree
topologies and compare the fit using Bayes factors or other
approaches. One can also assess the fit of various models of analysis
to the collected data [155]. Liu and Pearl [58] and Edwards et al.
[124] used Bayes factors to determine whether concatenation or
the MSC was a more appropriate model for several data sets; in all
cases tested thus far, the MSC provides a far better fit to multilocus
data (BF > 10) than does concatenation, in which all gene trees
among loci are identical. Further work is needed to apply Bayes
factors and likelihood ratio tests to multilocus data.
The bootstrap, introduced to phylogenetics by Felsenstein
[156], is the most common statistic applied to phylogenetic trees
[157]. In the era of multilocus phylogenetics, the “multilocus
bootstrap” of Seo [158] has been recommended as a more suitable
approach to assessing confidence limits than the traditional bootstrap. In the traditional bootstrap, sites within a locus, or a series of
concatenated loci, are resampled with replacement to create pseudomatrices, which are then subjected to phylogenetic analysis, after
which a majority rule consensus tree is usually made. By contrast, in
the multilocus bootstrap, sites within loci and the loci themselves
are resampled with replacement. In the context of the MSC,
resampled pseudomatrices of the same number of loci as the original data set, which may contain duplicates of specific loci due to the
random nature of the bootstrap, are then made into gene trees,
from which a species tree can be made. The bootstrap and various
other measures of branch-specific support [159] have been proposed as a means of assessing confidence in species trees made using
the multilocus coalescent. Care should be taken in the comparison
of different studies using different measures of support, since not all
measures can be directly compared to one another. For example, as
pointed out by Liu et al. [160], the measure of posterior support
for ASTRAL trees proposed by Sayyari and Mirarab [159] is not the
same as traditional bootstrap supports, and we do not yet know
how they will scale under different conditions compared to the
bootstrap. Edwards [161] summarized knowledge about the use
of phylogenomic subsampling, in which data sets of increasing size
or signal are analyzed so as to understand the stability and speed of
approach to certainty of phylogenetic estimates under the MSC and
under concatenation. He found that MSC methods tended to
approach phylogenomic certainty more smoothly and monotonically than do concatenation methods, which jump around erratically in their certainty for sometimes conflicting topologies,
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especially when sampling smaller numbers of genes. Although we
cannot simply translate many conclusions from the gene tree era of
phylogenetics to the MSC era—for example, contrary to gene tree
conclusions, it is not clear for MSC models that more taxa are
always better than more loci [74]—many of these discussions
about hypothesis testing echo early comparisons of posterior probabilities and bootstrap proportions used in the gene tree era of
phylogenetics.
The bootstrap has always provided a means of hypothesis testing that is very indirect with respect to comparing alternative
phylogenetic hypotheses. Aside from the tests allowed by Bayesian
approaches, there have been few discussions of testing of alternative
phylogenetic trees in the era of the multispecies coalescent. In this
regard, the pseudo-likelihood model provided by MP-EST [56]
provides a convenient framework for hypothesis testing using species trees. This framework is not available in most other species tree
methods, including ASTRAL, STAR, and STEAC, since these
methods do not employ a likelihood model. MP-EST takes advantage of the likelihood model of Rannala and Yang [48] to assess the
fit of a species tree to a collection of gene trees and can thus be used
to compare alternative species tree topologies and branch lengths
directly.
To conduct a direct comparison of species trees using the
likelihood ratio test, we first compare the likelihoods of two trees
to find the most probable species tree that can explain the empirical
set of gene trees. The likelihood of a set of gene trees given a species
tree with branch lengths can be ascertained using functions in
Phybase [142]. Let Tree 1 be the null tree and Tree 2 be the
alternative tree. The likelihood ratio test statistic is t ¼ 2
(LTree2  LTree1), in which LTree1 and LTree2 are the
log-likelihoods of the null and alternative hypotheses. The
log-likelihood of the null hypothesis can be obtained from the
output of the program MP-EST by fitting the branch lengths and
topology of Tree 1 to the set of empirical gene trees. Similarly, we
can find the log-likelihood of the alternative tree Tree 2 using
MP-EST. The null distribution of the test statistic t is approximated
by a parametric bootstrap. Specifically, we generate 100 or more
bootstrap samples of gene trees under the null tree Tree 1. For each
sample of these bootstrapped trees, we calculate the log-likelihoods
of the null and alternative trees using the procedure described
above. The null distribution of the test statistic t is approximated
by the test statistics of the bootstrap samples. If t for the null and
alternative species trees is outside the expected distribution of the
bootstrap sample statistics, then the result can be considered
significant.
We applied this approach to assessing alternative phylogenetic
hypotheses to an example from birds (fairy wrens; [162]; Fig. 5).
This data set consists of 18 genes and 26 taxa, with loci coming
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Tree 1

Malurus_amabilis
Malurus_lamberti
Malurus_elegans
Malurus_pulcherrimus
Malurus_cyaneus
Malurus_splendens
Malurus_melanocephalus
Malurus_alboscapulatus
Malurus_leucopterus
Malurus_coronatus
Malurus_cyanocephalus
Malurus_grayi
Clytomias_insignis
Stipiturus_mallee
Stipiturus_ruficeps
Stipiturus_malachurus
Amytornis_ballarae
Amytornis_purnelli
Amytornis_goyderi
Amytornis_housei
Amytornis_textilis
Amytornis_merrotsyi
Amytornis_dorotheae
Amytornis_striatus
Amytornis_barbatus
Gerygone_olivacea

Tree 2

Malurus_amabilis
Malurus_lamberti
Malurus_elegans
Malurus_pulcherrimus
Malurus_cyaneus
Malurus_splendens
Malurus_melanocephalus
Malurus_alboscapulatus
Malurus_leucopterus
Malurus_coronatus
Malurus_cyanocephalus
Malurus_grayi
Clytomias_insignis
Stipiturus_mallee
Stipiturus_ruficeps
Stipiturus_malachurus
Amytornis_ballarae
Amytornis_purnelli
Amytornis_goyderi
Amytornis_housei
Amytornis_textilis
Amytornis_merrotsyi
Amytornis_dorotheae
Amytornis_striatus
Amytornis_barbatus
Gerygone_olivacea

Tree 3

Malurus_amabilis
Malurus_lamberti
Malurus_elegans
Malurus_pulcherrimus
Malurus_cyaneus
Malurus_splendens
Malurus_melanocephalus
Malurus_alboscapulatus
Malurus_leucopterus
Malurus_coronatus
Malurus_cyanocephalus
Malurus_grayi
Clytomias_insignis
Amytornis_ballarae
Amytornis_purnelli
Amytornis_goyderi
Amytornis_housei
Amytornis_textilis
Amytornis_merrotsyi
Amytornis_dorotheae
Amytornis_striatus
Amytornis_barbatus
Stipiturus_ruficeps
Stipiturus_mallee
Stipiturus_malachurus
Gerygone_olivacea
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Fig. 5 Example of hypothesis testing of alternative phylogenetic trees under the multispecies coalescent
model. Top: alternative phylogenetic hypotheses involving the rearrangement of major groups of AustraloPapuan fairy wrens based on Lee et al. [162]. The three alternative phylogenetic trees are colored to indicate
the three major groups whose relationships are being tested. Bottom: results of the likelihood ratio test (LRT)
and estimates of confidence limits on the test statistic t using parametric bootstrapping. The plots show the
distributions of the test statistic t resulting from gene trees built from resampled, bootstrapped sequence data.
Despite the use of sequence data to generate the bootstrap gene tree distributions, the LRT is only an indirect
test of the signal in the sequence data and instead is best thought of as a test of the fit of the estimated gene
tree distribution on alternative phylogenies. See main text for further details
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from a variety of marker types (exons, introns, anonymous loci).
Lee et al. [162] applied a number of MSC approaches to this data set
but did not compare alternative trees directly, having only used
bootstrap approaches. Here, we consider three-species trees generated from the rearrangement of the three major clades of wrens: the
core fairy wrens (Malurus), emu-wrens (Stipitirus), and grasswrens
(Amytornis; Fig. 5). Rearranging these major clades results in three
alternative rooted species trees. Based on traditional taxonomy and
because the gene trees in this data set were highly variable, even
among the three major clades, we consider these three alternative
hypotheses true alternatives and not “straw men.” Rooted maximum likelihood gene trees were built from the alignments of each
locus using RaxML [163] and then used as input data for the
likelihood ratio test described above. The LRT was applied first to
Tree 1 (null) versus Tree 2 and was also applied to Tree 1 versus Tree
3 and Tree 2 versus Tree 3. The results indicate that Tree 1 fits to the
empirical gene trees significantly better than does Tree 2 or Tree
3 does ( p < 0.01), and there is no significant difference between
Trees 2 and 3 in their fit to the empirical gene trees ( p ¼ 0.52).
Thus, the LRTs strongly favor Tree 1 over both Tree 2 and Tree 3.
It is important to note that the LRT described above is not a
direct test of the phylogenetic signal in the DNA sequence data.
Rather, it is a test of the distribution of gene trees inferred from the
sequence data and assumes that the gene trees provided as data are
without error. It does indirectly test the signal in the sequence data,
because if the DNA sequences provide strong and consistent support of the gene trees, then the bootstrapped set of gene trees will
be highly similar to one another, and the confidence limits on t will
be very tight. By contrast, if the DNA sequence data does not have
a strong signal, then the confidence limits on t will be very wide,
and it will be difficult to reject alternative species trees. The LRT
described here does not involve nested models. If the gene trees are
known without error, then the value of t itself can be used to assess
significance, assuming a chi-square distribution with 2 degrees of
freedom. Further research is needed on methods for comparing
and testing alternative species trees in the context of the MSC.

4

Future Directions
Species tree methods are likely to continue to gain ascendancy as
the strongest evidence of taxonomic relationship in phylogenetic
research. As with any form of evidence, the conclusions of a species
tree analysis are fallible, with each method susceptible to biases in
the input data. For example, Xi et al. [164] showed that Phyml
[165] yields biased gene trees when there is little information in the
DNA sequences and can therefore result in biased species trees.
This issue is particularly problematic when using MP-EST v. 1.5,
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which, unlike ASTRAL or MP-EST v. 2.0, does not randomly
resolve or appropriately accommodate gene trees with polytomies
or 0 or near 0-length branches. This bias may have affected the
performance of MP-EST in previous side-by-side comparisons with
ASTRAL. In the future, further work should be devoted to discovering and quantifying additional biases in inference of species trees.
With the size of phylogenomic data sets increasing, even small
biases can be amplified and result in poorly estimated species trees.
Many in the field agree that the most appealing statistical
models for species tree inference using the MSC include Bayesian
and full-likelihood models [52]. But it is still clear, at least to
empiricists, not only that “two-step” methods of species tree inference work quite well in general but also that the large phylogenomic data sets available today prohibit the use of full-likelihood
methods. Regardless, we now know that both types of models
clearly outperform concatenation across wide swaths of parameter
space, especially if one also evaluates the reliability of the confidence
limits on the estimate of phylogeny and not only the point estimate
of the topology. The major directions for future research in the field
of species tree inference therefore include increasing the scalability
of computational inference of species trees, further development of
frameworks for hypothesis testing using the MSC, developing
additional models of divergence with gene flow and network coalescent models (Fig. 4), and improvement in the estimation of gene
trees and species trees from SNP data [166]. Linking mutations in
species trees and heterogeneous gene trees to diverse phenotypic
and ecological data will be another important avenue for the future
[167, 168]. We view the MSC, with its application of population
genetic models to higher-level systematics, as a key component of
the long-term goal of uniting microevolution and macroevolution.
Even if it proves incomplete in the long term, the neutral MSC
provides a powerful null model for the understanding of genetic
diversity across time and space.

5

Practice Problems
1. Consider the following discordant set of gene trees. {Gene
1 ¼ (A:10,(B:8,C:8):2); Gene 2 ¼ (B:9,(A:6,C:6):3); Gene
3 ¼ ((A:4,B:4):4,C:8)}. Assuming that these genes perfectly
reflect the time of genetic divergence, and the only cause of
discordance is incomplete lineage sorting or deep coalescence,
what is the most likely species tree? Answer: ((A:4,B:4):2,C:6)
2. Find the data set for 30 noncoding loci from 4 species of
Australian grass finches (3 Poephila, plus out-group Taeniopygia) from Jennings and Edwards [169]. It can be found in the
web page for Liang Liu’s BEST program: http://faculty.frank
lin.uga.edu/lliu/content/BEST. Use the Bayesian program
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BEST [68] or BPP [70] and the nonparametric method in
STAR [65] to estimate the species tree for the four species,
using Taeniopygia as the out-group. Do you estimate the same
topology with both methods? What about the support for the
single internal branch? If the support is not the same, what
could be causing the difference? Answer: The BEST or BPP tree
should have higher support than the STAR tree, but they both
should have the same topology. The STAR tree might have lower
support because in the data set about half of the gene trees have a
topology differing from the species tree; whereas the full Bayesian
model accommodates this variation accurately, nonparametric
“two-step” methods interpret this type of gene tree variation as
discordance, in conflict with the majority of the gene trees and
with the species tree.
3. For the above data set, make individual gene trees using RaXml
[170], and use the likelihood functions and bootstrap capabilities of Phybase [142] to conduct a likelihood ratio test of the
two alternative species tree topologies for the four grass
finches. Alternatively, you could use the posterior distribution
of gene trees generated in BEST to estimate the confidence
limits on the test statistic t. Is the tree estimated in question
2 significantly better than alternative trees? Answer: The LRT
indicates that the tree estimated in question 2 is significantly
better than alternative trees.
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